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Proof of the Mardell-Lang Conjecture 

for function fields: 20 years later 

Masanori Itai 

Department of Mathematical Sciences, Takai University 

Abstract 

Hrushovski's celebrated Theorem 1.1 in [H96] proved the function 
field Mordell-Lang conjecture. In his proof highly sophisticated model 
theoretic arguments of Zariski geometry played crucial roles. As a 
continuous effort of removing Zariski geometry arguments, the authors 
of [BBPa], [BBPb], [BBPc] succeeded recently to prove Hrushovski's 
theorem by reducing to the function field Manin-Mumford conjecture 
without the dichotomy theorem of Zariski geometry. I report here 
outline of their arguments. 

1 Hrushovski's Theorem 

We start with a few definitions. 

Definition 1. (1) A group r is p'-finitely generated 
• if ch = 0 and (Q 0 r is finitely generated as a (Q-module, 

• if ch > 0 and Qp⑧ r is finitely generated as a Qp-module where 
Q P = { m / n E (Q : n prime to p}. (This condition is valid 
for finitely generated Abelian groups, and for prime-to-p-torsion 
groups.) 

(2) A semi-Abelian variety is an extension of an Abelian variety by an 
algebraic torus. 

Hrushovski's Theorem 1.1 in [H96] is the following statement. Sup-
pose K/k is a field extension and k is an algebraically closed field. 
Assume: 

• S is a semi-Abelian variety defined over K, 

• Xis a subvariety of S. 

• r is a p'-finitely generated subgroup of S. 
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Assume further I X n r is Zariski dense in X. I 

Then there exists 

• s。asemi-Abelian variety defined over k, 

•X。 a subvariety of S。definedover k, and 

• a rational homomorphism h from a group subvariety of S into 

S。,such that IX is a translate of h-1(Xo)-I 

2 Proof without Zariski geometries 

In the introduction of [BBPb], the authors explain the motivation of 
proving Model-Lang conjecture for function fields without appealing 
Zariski geometries; 

• • • . But in the positive characteristic case, type-definable 
Zariski geometries are the relevant objects. The needed 
dichotomy in this case is a combination of a complicated 
axiomatic account of a field construction in [17] 1 , together 
with arguments in [15] 2 showing that the axioms are sat-
isfied for the particular minimal types in separably closed 
fields that we are interested in. 

In both cases, the dichotomy theorem is difficult and its 
proof impenetrable for non model theory experts (as well 
as for many model-theorists). • • • 

2.1 fML and fMM  

Here we state four conjectures; function field Mordel-Lang conjectures 
in characteristic zero and positive characteristic, and similarly function 
field Manin-Mamford conjecture. 

2.1.1 Function field Mordell-Lang in ch= 0 

Let K = C(t)alg_ Let A be an abelian variety over K with C-trace 0, 

i.e, with no nonzero homomorphic images defined over C. 

I Assume: I 

• X : an irreducible subvariety of A (defined over K), 

• r : a "finite-rank" subgroup of A(K), i.e., r is contained in the 
division points of a finitely generated subgroup of A(K). 

• Suppose X n r is Zariski-dense in X. 

1E. Hrushovski, B. Zilber, Zariski Geometries, J. AMS, 1996 
2[Hr96] 
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Then X is a translate of an abelian subvariety of A. 

2.1.2 Function field Manin-Mumford in ch= 0 

Let K = C(t)alg_ Let A be an abelian variety over K with C-trace 0, 

i.e, with no nonzero homomorphic images defined over (C, 

I Assume: I 

• X : an irreducible subvariety of A (defined over K), 

• rこTor(A)

• Suppose X n r is Zariski-dense in X. 

Then X is a translate of an abelian subvariety of A. 

2.1.3 Function field Mordell-Lang in chp > 0. 

Let K = (JF炉(t))sep,the separable closure of JF;lg (t). Let A be an 

abelian variety over K with lF快—trace 0. 

I Assume: I 

• X : an irreducible subvariety of A, defined over K, 

• r : a subgroup of A(K) contained in the prime-to-p-division 
points of a finitely generated subgroup. 

• Suppose that X n r is Zariski-dense in X. 

Then X is a translate of an abelian subvariety of A. 

2.1.4 Function field Manin-Mumford in chp > O. 

Let K = (JF炉(t))sep,the separable closure of lF炉(t). Let A be an 

abelian variety over K with lF炉lg_trace0. 

I Assume: I 

• X : an irreducible subvariety of A, defined over K, 

• rこTor(A)

• Suppose that X n r is Zariski-dense in X. 

Then X is a translate of an abelian subvariety of A. 

2.2 Strategy 

In [BBPa], [BBPb], the authors reduce first the proof of Theorem 1.1 
[H96] to fML then secondly the proof of fML to the proof of fMM by 
model theoretic aruguments without the dichotomy theorem of Zariski 
geometry. 
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Hrushovski's Theorem 1.1 in [H96] 

伽
function field Mordell-Lang conjecture (fML) 

介1

function field Manin-Mumford conjecture (flvIM) 

Finaly note that flvIM has been proved without model theory, by Pink, 
Corpit, Rossler [PR], [Rl, R2]. 

2.3 Embed the algebraic-geometric set-up in a dif-
ferential algebraic one. 

The function field Mordell-Lang conjecture is an algebraic-geometric 
statement. Inspired by Buium's approach [Bu] to the conjecture in 
charachteristic zero, Hrushovski used model theory of differentially 
closed fields and separably closed fields together with the dichotomy 
theorem of Zariski geometry to prove function field Mordell-Lang con-
jecture. 

In [BBPb] to prove function field Mordell-Lang conjecture from 
function field Manin-Mumford conjecture, the authors use in addition 
to the basic properties of model theory of differentially closed fields 

and separably closed fields, and both in ch = 0 and ch > 0, they need 

• the Theorem of the Kernel 

• g-minimal groups of finite Morley rank. 

Moreover, in ch = 0, 

• Weak socle theorem. 

In ch> 0, 

• Quantifier elimination forが=p00(A(U)). 

2.4 Definitions 

Let G be a commutative connected group of finite Morley rank, defin-
able in some ambient stable structure M. 

We say that G is generated (abstractly) by some sets X1, ・ ・ ・, Xn 

if G C acl(F U X1 U・ ・ ・U Xn), where Fis a finite set. 
G is said to be almost strongly minimal, if G C acl(F U X), where 

X is a strongly minimal set and F is a finite set. 

Definition 2 (SocleS(G)). The socle S(G) of G, is the greatest con-
nected definable subgroup of G which is generated by strongly minimal 
definable subsets of G, i.e, contained in acl(F U X1, U・ ・ ・U Xn) where 
each Xi is a strongly minimal definable subset and F is a finite set. 
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Definition 3 (Stabilizer). For X a definable subset of G with Morley 

degree 1, define the model theoretic stabilizer of X in G, 

Sta妬(X):= {g E G: MR(X n (X + g)) = MR(X)} 

(so the stabilizer of the generic type of X over M). 

Definition 4 (Rigid). H is a definable subgroup of G, defined over 
some B. H is rigid if, passing to a saturated model, all connected 

definable subgroups of H are defined over ad(B). 

2.5 The group A~, Def 2.1 in [BBPb] 

Let U be a monster model. 
(i) In ch= 0, 
が denotesthe "Kolchin closure of the torsion" , i.e., the smallest 
definable (in the sense of differentially closed fields) subgroup of A(U) 
which contains the torsion subgroup (Aij is definable over K.) 

I Tor(A)~Aij~A(U) I 

(ii) In ch > 0, 
が denotesp00(A(U)) =几pn(A(U))
(an infinitely definable subgroup over K). 

2.6 Properties of A~, [H96] 

Here is a list of properties of A~, [H96]. 

(i)が isthe smallest Zariski dense (infinitely) definable subgroup of 
A(U). 

(ii)が isconnected (no relatively definable subgroup of finite index), 
and of finite U-rank in ch> p, and finite Morley rank in ch= 0. 

(iii) If A is a simple abelian variety, Aじhasno proper infinite type-
definable subgroup. 

(iv) If A is the sum of simple Ai then Aじisthe sum of the A~. 

2.7 Theorem of the Kernel 

In all characteristics: K / k : both algebraically closed fields. 

Theorem 5. Let A be an abelian variety over K with k-trace 0, then 

が(K)こTor(A)

where Tor(A) is the group of torsion points of A. 
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2.8 g-minimal groups 

Let G be a group (with additional structure). Assume RM(G) < oo. 
commutative and connected 

Definition 6. G is g-minimal if it has no proper nontrivial connected 

definable subgroup (equivalently, no proper infinite definable subgroup). 

Theorem 7 (Wagner). Suppose that G is g-minimal. Then any infi— 

nite algebraically closed subset of G is an elementary substructure of 
G. 

3 From fMM to fML in ch = 0 

Here I explain how to prove fML from fMM in case of ch = 0. 

Lemma 8 (Lemma 4.6 in [H96]). The socle S(G) is an almost direct 

sum of pairwise orthogonal definable groups Ci, where each Ci is almost 
strongly minimal. 

Theorem 9 (Prop. 4.3 in Hr96, Weak socle theorem). Let C be a 
commutative connected group of finite Morley rank. Suppose that the 
socle S(C) of C is rigid. Suppose further that X is a definable subset 
of C of Morley degree 1 with finite Sta妬(X).

Then, some translate of X is contained in S(C). 3 

Fact 10. If H is a connected finite Morley rank definable subgroup of 
A = A(U) containing A廿， thenthe socle S(H) = Aij. 

We now prove fML from fMM. Assume: 

• K = CC(t)alg, and A is an abelian variety over K with CC-trace 0. 

• X : an irreducible subvariety of A (defined over K), 

• r : a "finite-rank" subgroup of A(K). 

• Suppose X n r is Zariski-dense in X. 

We want to show that X is a translate of an abelian subvariety of 
A. Recall properties of A~: 

•A~:= が (U), the smallest definable subgroup of A(U) :2 Tor(A). 

• Aij is definable over K, connected with finite Morley rank. 

• if A is simple, Aじisa g-minimal group. 

• A/ A~definably embeds via someμin a vector group. 

• μ(f) is contained in a finite-dimensional vector space over C, the 
preimage of which we call H. 

3up to subtracting a definable subset X'of X with RM(X') < RM(X). 
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• H is a definable subgroup of A, connected, RM(H) < oo, con-
taining both Aはandr, and defined over K. 

A~ 

ぐ

c/

H C A 

r 

Claim: Aij(K) =が(Kdiff)

Proof: Aij(K)~ が(Kdiff)is clear. If b E Aじ(Kdiff)then tp(b/ K) is an 

isolated type with respect to DCF。.But then tp(b/A(K)) is isolated 
in the structure A. As 

A(K)さA,

we have b Eが(K).Henceが(Kdiff)こが(K). ． 
Note that X is now defined over Kdiff, and X nが(Kdiff)is Zariski-

dense in X. By the Claim, we have 

が(Kdiff)=が(K)

(so in fact X is defined over K) so, by the Theorem of the Kernel, we 
have 

が(Kdiff)= Tor(A), 

hence by function field Manin-Mumford, X is a translate of an abelian 
subvariety of A. 

4 From fMM to fML in ch > 0 

In this section we prove fML from fMM in case of ch > 0. 

4.1 Quntifier elimination 

Key theorem is the following: 

Theorem 11 (Thm 3.1 [BBPb]). Let K be a separably closed field of 
imperfection 1. and ch(K) > 0. Assume A is an abelin variety over 
K, and U is a saturated elementary extension of K. 
Letが=p= A(U) and set 

Aij := (Aij, with all relatively definable sets (parameters from K)) 

Then Th(Aりeliminatesquantifiers as L入，rtheory.

The proof is very long and technical. As a corollary we have; 

Theorem 12 (Lemma 4.6 [BBPb]). AじandA~are both connected 
and of finite Morley rank. Each A~is g-minimal. Moreover we have 
A(K)さA.
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4.2 From fMM to fML 

Now we show that fML holds from fMM. 
Let K = (JF炉(t))sepbe the separable closure of lF炉(t).Let A be 

a JF~lg_ trace zero abelian variety over K. Assume; 

• X is an irreducible subvariety of A and defined over K, 

• There exists a finitely generated subgroup H of A(K) such that 
rこTorp,(H)こA(K).

• X n r is Zariski dense in X. 

We want to prove that X is a translate of a commutative subvariety 
of A. 

Key point: 

Construct an appropriate£。.Then replace X n r with X n£,。
which is Zariski dense in X. Then apply fMM. 

Proof: Note that for each n > 0 we have阿r:pn+ir] < oo. Since 
X n r is Zariski dense in X, there exists a coset Di of pir in r such 
that 

• i < j⇒ Di :2 Dゎ

• each X n Di is Zarsiki dense in X. 

Hence there is a descending sequence of cosets Ei ofがA(K)in A(K) 
with each X n Ei is Zariski dense in X. We now work over U, and set 

E:=n且．

then E is a translate of A廿， andX n E is Zariski dense in X. 
In order to apply fMM and the Theorem of the Kernel (Theorem 

5), we need that X n E(K) is Zariski dense in X inside the field K. 
Since the field K is not saturated we do not know whether E(K) -/-〇．

Thus we need to consider a translate of Aじratherthan a translate 

of E(K). Put 

M :=(A,£)= (Aじ(U),E(U)) the structure 
adding relations and functions definable over K 

Then by Theorem 12 which is a corollary to the quantifier elimination 
of Th(Aりwehave that Morley rank of Th(M) is finite. 

Let Mi。--<M be a prime model (atomic model) over A(K). Then 

there exists£。suchthat£。::<£andMi。=(A(K), 品）．

Lemma 13. X n£。isZariski dense in X. 
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Proof: By contradiction. So suppose X n£,。isnot Zariski dense in X. 

There is a proper subvariety Z of X such that X n£。こ ZこX.By 
replacing Z with the Zariski closure of X n£,。,we view Z as defined 

over£,。.Note we have X n£,。=Zn£。.
Consider Z n£as a definable subset in£. Then Z n£is definable 

over£,。.
Since£,。--<£,we have X n£= Z n£. This contradicts with the 

fact that X n£is Zariski dense in X. Therefore X n£。mustbe Zariski 

dense in X. ■ 

Now we complete the proof as follows, Let a EX  n£。andset X1 = 

X -{a}. Then X1訊 (K)is Zariski dense in X 1, andふ isdefinable 

over K. From Theorem of the Kernel we haveが(K)= Tor(A), and we 

also have that X1 n Tor(A) is Zariski dense in X1. Hence by applying 

fMMtoが(K),we see thatふ isa translate of commutative subvariety 
of A. It follows that X is a translate of commutative subvariety of A 

as well. Now we are done. 

5 Final remarks 

In this note I only explain briefly how to prove£ML from fMM, i.e., 

伯 [BBPb]in the following diagram: 

Hrushovski's Theorem 1.1 in [H96] 

介2

function field Mordell-Lang conjecture (£ML) 

介1

function field Manin-Mumford conjecture (£MM) 

Compare the assumptions on r in£ML and£MM: 
(1) in£ML (i) in ch= 0. r <:;;; Tor(G) where G is a finitely generated 

subgroup of A(K), (ii) in ch> 0, r c:;;; Torp,(G) where G is a finitely 

generated suggroup of A(K). 

(2) in£MM, rこTor(A).

The condtion (2) is stronger than (1). Model theory of differentially 
closed fields and separably closed fields is needed to fill the gap of as-

sumptions on r in£ML and£MM. The authors of [BBPa, BBPb, BBPc] 
managed to proceed their project without appealing to the dichotomy 

theorem of Zariski geometry. 
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